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Abstract

A novel method and a framework called Memory-Based
Forecasting are proposed to forecast complex and time-
varying natural patterns with the goal of supporting ex-
perts’ decision making. This paper targets the local
precipitation phenomena captured as echo patterns in
weather radar images, and aims to realize a tool that
supports weather forecasters. In our framework, past
image patterns similar to the present pattern are re-
trieved from a large set held in an image database, and
the forecast image is produced by using the patterns that
follow the retrieved patterns; it is analogous to human
forecasters who imagine the future patterns based on
their past experience. Appearance-based image features
and temporal texture features are introduced to char-
acterize the non-rigid complex echo patterns found in
such radar images. The dissimilarity between two im-
age sequences is defined as the normalized distance be-
tween paths of feature points in eigenspaces of the im-
age features to retrieve similar past sequences. Forecast
images are then constructed from a future point in the
feature spaces, which is estimated by a nonlinear pre-
diction scheme. Statistical experiments using weather
radar images verify the effectiveness of our method and
framework especially for drastically changing patterns.

Introduction
This world is full of complicated and somewhat vague phe-
nomena such as daily weather, climate change, and stock
prices, all of which heavily affect human activities. In such
fields, human experts still play vital roles in predicting future
events due to their experiential knowledge and analogical
reasoning process, and computerized decision aiding tools
are demanded to support human experts for improving their
efficiency and accuracy (Kolodner 1991).

As an application typical of such tools, we have focused
on weather phenomena, in particular local precipitation, and
aim to realize a tool that supports the local short-term(1h-
3h) precipitation forecasting strongly needed for the con-
trol of aviation and surface transportation systems, hydro-
graphic networks and so on. To observe the precipitation
phenomena, a weather radar system featuring high resolu-
tion and real-time observation is used to provide the weather
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radar reflectivity images that represent the spatial distribu-
tion of precipitation intensity, called the echo pattern. So far,
radar image-based methods, such as the extrapolation-based
method (Crook & Tuttle 1997), have been used to support
forecasters even though their forecast accuracy is severely
limited by the complexity of the dynamics of the precipita-
tion phenomenon. On the other hand, a numerical prediction
method based on a physical model of the atmosphere is now
being used to produce daily weather reports. However, the
method can not produce short-term forecasts of local precip-
itation because of its limited resolutions in terms of obser-
vation and computation.

So far, methodologies known as Case-Based Reason-
ing(CBR) and Memory-Based Reasoning(MBR) (Kolodner
1991) (Stanfill & Waltz 1986), both based on large sets of
past examples, have been developed to aid decision mak-
ing in fields such as medical diagnostics and machine trans-
lation. Such an approach has also been applied to pre-
diction problems such as cash flow(Lee, Barcia, & Khator
1995), visibility(Hansen & Riordan 1998), and physical sys-
tems(Connell & Utgoff 1987). This approach bypasses the
elicitation of human expertise and does not need modeling
of the phenomena, which tends to be difficult for incomplete
and imprecise data under real world conditions, therefore, it
has been suggested as an effective methodology for predic-
tion problems.

We have tried to extend the memory-based approach,
which has mainly been used to deal with symbolic and nu-
meric knowledge, to dynamic image patterns which cannot
be easily transformed into symbols or linguistic represen-
tation by machines or even humans (Otsuka et al. 1999)
(Otsuka et al. 2000). This paper presents a framework that
we call Memory-Based Forecasting (MBF) with the aim of
forecasting image sequences including complex natural pat-
terns such as weather radar images. The MBF framework is
analogous to human weather forecasters who have acquired
sequencing rules such as pattern A will follow pattern B, and
recall past patterns similar to the present pattern, and imag-
ine how the present pattern will develop. The idea of MBF
is that the temporal development of past image patterns sim-
ilar to the present one can be used to create short-term fore-
cast information. As such, MBF is expected to support the
decision-making tasks of weather forecasters by providing
enhanced memory resources and reference forecast informa-
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tion.
In studies related to meteorology based on such memory-

based approach, T. Mohri et al. proposed a system to pre-
dict future weather categories (rain or fine) based on past
similar situations; they used a weather database holding
a large amount of symbolized weather data such as rain
amount and wind direction measured at surface observato-
ries(Mohri, Nakamura, & Tanaka 1993). E. K. Jones and
A. Roydhouse developed a retrieval system for summarized
weather maps that held low and high pressure data. The
data was indexed with regard to position, extent, and cen-
tral intensity of the phenomena(Jones & Roydhouse 1995).
These studies dealt with high-level features or symbolized
data of large-scale (1000km2-10000km2) phenomena whose
changes were relatively smooth and slow. In contrast to the
above methods, we directly employ raw image sequences
and concentrate on smaller scale (10km2-300km2) and more
dynamic phenomena that are full of abrupt changes.

Moreover, in the field of nonlinear dynamical systems, the
idea of using similar past patterns has also been applied to
predict chaotic time series such as market activity (Mulhern
& Caprara 1994), and several prediction methods have been
proposed (Ikeguchi & Aihara 1995). However, the targets of
these existing schemes were mostly limited to one dimen-
sional time series, and the attempt to handle image pattern
has been hampered by the lack of a suitable method of rep-
resenting complex, time-varying, two dimensional patterns.

In recent years, appearance-based methods have been de-
veloped for object and face recognition. In these methods,
the high dimensional features of raw image intensity are
transformed into a lower dimensional space, the so called
eigenspace, based on principal component analysis of a set
of training images (Murase & Nayar 1995) (Turk & Pent-
land 1991). Because of its robustness under real environ-
ments and its simplicity, explicit target modeling is not re-
quired, the range of applications continues to expand such as
human gesture recognition (Bobick & Wilson 1995), robot
vision system (Nayar, Nene, & Murase 1996), and video re-
trieval (Fujimoto et al. 1996).

In this paper, since we do not presuppose the availability
of meteorological knowledge regarding physical precipita-
tion phenomena, a sort of appearance-based representation
is employed to handle complex echo patterns. In particular,
this paper introduces the global distribution of echo patterns,
the velocity field, and temporal texture features. While that
first two features describe the global characteristics of the
precipitation system, the temporal texture features charac-
terize local non-rigid motion patterns, which are strongly
related to the underlying structure of precipitation (Otsuka
et al. 2000). These image features are transformed into
the eigenspaces and the image sequence is represented as
paths in the eigenspaces. The dissimilarity between two im-
age sequences, used to retrieve similar past sequences, is de-
fined as the normalized distance between the paths of feature
points in eigenspaces of the image features. Forecast images
are then constructed from a future point in the feature spaces,
which is estimated by a nonlinear prediction scheme.

Although, similar representation schemes for time series
of image features have been explored for motion recogni-
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Figure 2: (a)Radar echo image, (b)Mesh feature, (c)Velocity
field.

tion (Bobick & Wilson 1995) (Yacoob & Black 1999), cur-
rent targets are mostly limited to artificially generated pat-
terns, not naturally occurring patterns whose dynamics are
unknown. Our research reveals the potential of the image
sequence retrieval method in understanding natural systems
and their veiled principles.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the framework and an implementation. Section 3 shows ex-
perimental results. Section 4 draws several discussions and
a conclusion is presented in Section 5.

Framework and Implementation
The proposed MBF framework consists of three stages: fea-
ture extraction, retrieval, and forecast, as shown in Figure
1. At first, the sequence of image features representing the
characteristics of the targeted image patterns are extracted
from the image sequence database, which holds a large set of
images. The image features are stored in the image feature
database. Next, the latest image sequence (or arbitrary se-
quence) given as the query sequence is compared with each
of the stored sequences in terms of feature vector differ-
ence to retrieve similar sequences. Finally, the subsequent
sequences of the retrieved sequences are used to produce
forecast information such as the accumulated distribution of
precipitation in the case of weather forecasting.

Feature Extraction
The radar echo patterns present in weather radar images are
non-rigid and deformable patterns that appear and disappear
one after another, while roughly paralleling atmospheric
flow. For example, Figure 2(a) shows a pattern, called the
band-shape pattern, that consists of a set of small echo cells



forming parallel lines. Each echo cell continuously moves
with atmospheric flow, while repeatedly appearing and dis-
appearing. In spite of the constant movement of the echo
cells, the whole pattern (pattern envelope) changes its shape
and location slowly compared to cell movement. Such ob-
servations, note that the echo pattern varies its apparent mo-
tion characteristics according to the observation scale, cor-
respond to the multiple scale structure of the precipitation
system. Each scale has its own instinct property regarding
spatial extents, speed, and lifetime of the echo pattern, but
the phenomena on different scales are interrelated. In view
of this scale dependent structure, the radar echo patterns are
decomposed into two types of image features at different
scales to characterize the precipitation system: global fea-
tures and local features.

The global features represent the spatial distribution and
movement of the entire echo pattern i.e. global position and
shape of the pattern. Also, its changes through time repre-
sent the long-range motion such as translation, and growth
and decay of the entire precipitation system. As the global
features, the mesh feature x1(t) and the velocity field feature
x2(t) are calculated for each time step t for the spatial distri-
bution and motion of the echo patterns. As shown in Figure
2(b),(c), each image frame at each time step is partitioned
into meshes, and the average gray level and average velocity
of each mesh region are calculated as vector components of
the mesh feature and the velocity field, respectively.

While the precipitation system roughly moves along with
the atmospheric flow, the detailed characteristics of the pre-
cipitation phenomenon are reflected in the spatial and tem-
poral structures of echo cells. Therefore, as local features,
we focus on the statistical characteristics of an aggregation
of echo cells, and introduce temporal texture features x3,
which mainly measure the uniformity and diversity of the
local echo motion(Otsuka et al. 1998). These temporal tex-
ture features are calculated based on an analysis of motion
trajectories drawn by moving edges in local spatiotemporal
space. They are able to characterize types of echo pattern
such as band-shape, stratiform, and scattered-type, since the
atmospheric structure of precipitation phenomenon can be
segregated into specific types of texture and echo cell mo-
tion. A set of temporal texture features is calculated for each
mesh as in Figure 2(b), and the average values of the feature
values over the meshes at time step t become the feature
vector x3(t).

For each set of the feature vectors, we compute eigenvec-
tors and eigenvalues from their covariance matrices, and the
feature vectors at each time step t are then correspondingly
transformed into reduced vectors y1(t), y2(t), and y3(t) in
eigenspaces to eliminate correlated components within a set
of feature vectors and to reduce their dimensionalities. The
eigenspaces are spanned by eigenvectors with large eigen-
values calculated from the covariance matrices of the feature
vectors.

Representation of Echo Pattern Sequence
For the retrieval of similar pattern toward forecasting, it is
required that not only query pattern (present pattern) and re-
trieved pattern at a time step are similar, but also their trend
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Figure 3: Paths of feature points of (a)Mesh feature in
eigenspace, (b)Velocity field in eigenspace, and (c)Temporal
texture [Axes : motion entropy f2, speed f4, density f6 ].
Note, each point is 1 hour apart.

in pattern change should also be similar. To represent this
trend, the pattern sequence is represented by a set of sequen-
tial feature vectors. Figure 3 shows paths of feature points
for a sequence in the feature spaces. Matching the transi-
tion in the echo sequence, the feature points trace paths in
the feature spaces representing the temporal development of
the pattern. Therefore, the similarity between two sequences
can be determined from the degree of closeness of their two
paths.

Retrieval Process
Next, a retrieval algorithm based on path dissimilarity is pre-
sented. Hereafter the query sequence {T − L + 1, · · · , T −
1, T } and the matching sequence {t − L + 1, · · · , t − 1, t}
are denoted by tail time T and t, respectively, where L is
the length of the subsequences to be matched, as shown in
Figure 4. This retrieval process consists of two steps: first,
select retrieval candidates from the complete dataset; and
second, rank the retrieved candidates by DP matching and
to present candidates ranked in terms of closeness. Here, the
distance measure between patterns at two time steps, m and
n, in terms of feature k, is defined as

dk(m,n) =
|yk(m) − yk(n)|

ηVk(T )
(1)

where | · | represents Euclidean norm, and η is the lead time
step that denotes the forecast target time. Vk(T ) indicates
the transition speed of the query pattern corresponding to
the distance that a feature point moves per unit time step in
the feature space. For example, the transition speed Vk(T )
can be obtained as follows

Vk(T ) = |yk(T ) − yk(T − 1)|. (2)

With the transition speed Vk(T ) and lead time η, we can
calculate normalized distances dk(m,n). The numerator in
Eq.(1) depends on types of the echo patterns, especially its
area for the mesh feature. This normalization eliminates
this dependency and enables us to set an appropriate search
range by thresholding the distance dk(m,n).

Next, from the complete dataset, we extract subset ST that
holds retrieval candidate subsequences similar to the query
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sequence T by thresholding the distance dk calculated be-
tween the query point and each point in the dataset over the
span L, as written in

ST =
⋂

k∈{1,2,3}
i∈{0,···,L−1}

{t|dk(T − i, t − i) < ξ} (3)

where ξ is a threshold determining the range of dissimilar-
ity. The subset ST consists of subsequences that display the
similar phenomenon as the query.

Next, the dissimilarity between the query and each of the
candidate sequences in ST is determined to choose several
of the best matching sequences. It is known that similar phe-
nomena can exhibit different development speeds, and it is
desirable to determine the degree of dissimilarity while com-
pensating a certain degree of difference in their speeds. To
do this, possible temporal alignments between query and the
candidate sequence should be considered to select the one
with minimum matching cost. Thus, we employ DP match-
ing in determining the degree of dissimilarity Dk(T, t) for
each feature k. Dk(T, t) is defined as described in the fol-
lowing recursive procedure.

Dk(T, t) = min

{
Dk(T − 1, t) + dk(T, t)/L
Dk(T − 1, t − 1) + dk(T, t)/L
Dk(T, t − 1) + dk(T, t)/L

}
Dk(m,n) = dk(m,n)/L

if m = T − L + 1 or n = t − L + 1.

(4)

The total dissimilarity measure E(T, t) between the query
subsequence T and a subsequence t in the database is then
obtained by integrating each retrieval error Dk(T, t) as fol-
lows

E(T, t) =
1
R

R∑
k=1

Dk(T, t) (5)

where number of features R = 3. The total dissimilarity
E(T, t) is also called the retrieval error.

Finally, we select some retrieval sequences from the set of
the retrieval candidates ST , in ascending order of the total
dissimilarity measure E . Here, we assume that the user
gives the maximum number K of retrieved sequences and

the allowable total dissimilarity ETH . The set of resulting
retrieved sequences CT is retrieved as

CT = {q1, q2, · · · , qK′} (6)

where E(T, qi) ≤ E(T, qi+1)
K ′ = max{i|i ≤ K, E(T, qi) ≤ ETH}
|qi − qi+1| > r

q1 = arg min
t∈ST

E(T, t)

where r is constant and used to prevent retrieving adjacent
points. In Eq.(6), K ′ denotes the resulting number of the
retrieved sequences.

Prediction Scheme
Finally, we generate the forecast image of the radar echo
pattern at η time steps ahead, based on subsequent parts of
the retrieved sequences CT . To that end, we first predict
the future point of the query sequence in the mesh feature
space. Here, since we consider this as a nonlinear prediction
problem of time series, we employed the modified Lorenz
method (Ikeguchi & Aihara 1995) because of its stability.
This method produces the prediction as the linear combina-
tion of points at η steps ahead of the retrieved points qi in the
feature space, and we define its coefficients as the inverse of
the retrieval error of each retrieved sequence. The prediction
point ŷ1(T + η) in the mesh feature space is obtained as

ŷ1(T + η) =
K′∑
i=1

w(qi) y1(qi + η) (7)

w(qi) =
1

E(T, qi)
· 1∑K′

j=1(1/E(T, qj))
. (8)

Next, we construct the forecast image Î(T + η) from
the predicted point ŷ1(T + η). Since the transformation G
that yields the mesh feature y1(t) from the original image
I(t) is not one-to-one correspondence mapping, we can not
unequivocally obtain the forecast image from the predicted
point ŷ1(T + η). Thus, we pose the constraint as described
in |ŷ1(T + η) −G(Î(T + η))| = 0, and we obtain the fore-
cast image that satisfies this constraint. Due to the linearity
of the transformation G, which consists of spatial averaging
and linear mapping into the eigenspace, the forecast image
can be produced as

Î(T + η) =
K′∑
i=1

w(qi)I(qi + η) (9)

from Eq.(7) and the above constraint.

Experiments
To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
conducted statistical experiments on retrieval and prediction.

Preparation of Dataset
In advance of the experiments, the feature spaces were con-
structed using approximately 9000 hours of radar images
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Figure 5: Relationship between average retrieval error and
rejection ratio for various retrieval rank K(= K ′) and
threshold ETH values.

(about 108000 image frames, 6 winter seasons) for the Sap-
poro area, northern Japan. Image size was 340×340 pixels
where one pixel corresponded to a 1 km2 area, and the gray
level was 256 levels, which indicated instantaneous precip-
itation intensity. A single image frame was captured every
5 minutes. We set the unit time step to 1 hour, which meant
that the interval between two adjacent time steps corre-
sponded to 12 image frames. Dimensions of the eigenspaces
were 8, 30, and 4 for the mesh feature, the velocity field, and
the temporal texture feature, respectively. These dimension-
alities were chosen to achieve 90% cumulative proportion,
which means that 90% of the total variance in original fea-
ture distribution can be represented in the transformed fea-
ture space. The mesh size was 6×6 and each mesh included
55×55 pixels; the number of frames for temporal averaging
was set to 20 frames. Subsequence length for matching was
L=3, and the forecast lead time was set at η=3, the current
goal of short-term precipitation forecasting. The threshold
ξ was set to 1.0, and r=3. These parameters were empiri-
cally determined. Before each retrieval, the sequence used
as the query, and its following sequence (if any), was re-
moved from the dataset.

As a statistical evaluation of retrieval performance and
prediction accuracy, we randomly picked 800 time steps as
queries from a database holding about 9000 time steps. Each
time step within the dataset was given as a query, and several
sequences were retrieved to create the forecast image, After
that, statistical characteristics regarding retrieval and predic-
tion accuracy were examined. Here, the evaluation was done
in the manner of the leave-one-out scheme.

Retrieval Error and Rejection Ratio

Figure 5 shows the relationships between the average re-
trieval error and the rejection ratio for various retrieval rank
K(= K ′) and threshold ETH values. The rejection ratio
was defined as the ratio of trials in which retrieval failed
due to a lack of neighboring sequences. The retrieval result
for retrieval rank K(= K ′) corresponds to the result whose
number of retrieved sequences K ′ is equal to the designated
number of sequences K . From Figure 5, we can see that
the retrieval error increases with retrieval rank K(= K ′),
and that a tradeoff between the retrieval error and the rejec-

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Query sequence, (a)Start frame, (b)End frame.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Retrieved sequences, (a)1st., (b)2nd., (c)3rd. can-
didate, [(left)start frame, (right)end frame].

tion ratio exists; small threshold ETH offers retrieval with
small retrieval error, but the rejection ratio tends to increase.
Therefore, Figure 5 can be taken as a guide regarding data
availability, an important factor in actual operational use.

As an example of retrieval, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show
a query sequence and the top three retrieved sequences, re-
spectively. Figure 6 includes a thick line-shaped echo mov-
ing toward the land area, and we can see that the retrieved se-
quences in Figure 7 also include patterns similar to the query
pattern. These retrieval results are satisfactory because the
retrieved patterns are not only visually similar to the queries,
but also have almost the same meteorological characteristics
as the query. Such retrieval results are expected to be useful
reference information for human forecasters in understand-
ing and forecasting future weather pattern.

Prediction Accuracy in Feature Space
Next, the prediction accuracy in the mesh feature space was
verified. The reason for choosing the mesh feature was that
the mesh feature was a kind of summarized representation
of the precipitation distribution.

For each trial, the future point of the query sequence was
predicted by using Eq.(7), and the prediction error εT was
calculated as written in

εT =
|ŷ1(T + η) − y1(T + η)|
|y1(T ) − y1(T + η)| . (10)
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The prediction error εT in Eq.(10) was the distance between
the actual future point and the predicted point at the lead
time steps ahead, divided by persistence prediction error
which is the distance between the query point and the ac-
tual future point, as shown in Figure 4. Normalization by the
persistence prediction error was required to eliminate the de-
pendency of the prediction error on the size of the individual
echo pattern.

Figure 8 shows the transition of the average prediction
error εT and its standard deviation, as a function of the re-
trieval rank K(= K ′), where no threshold ETH is used.
From Figure 8, we can see that the prediction error decreases
as the rank K(= K ′) increases and saturates at a certain
level; the wide deviation range indicates that the prediction
error varies widely depending on the sequences that neigh-
bor each query. If the prediction error is above 1.0, the pre-
diction is meaningless, because the prediction is worse than
the persistence prediction that employs the query pattern as
its forecast. In the case at K(= K ′)=25, 60.8% of all trials
have prediction error under 1.0, and in such a case there is
the potential to produce more accurate forecasts than would
be possible with persistence prediction.

Evaluation of Forecast Images
Next, as a forecast image, we created the accumulated dis-
tribution of precipitation within periods from 2 hours to 3
hours later. The forecast images were calculated at five
minute intervals from 2 hours to 3 hours later by Eq.(9), and
each pixel value of the forecast images was transformed into
precipitation intensity [mm/h] by applying a radar equation
(Sauvageot 1992). Finally, the precipitation intensity at each
time step was accumulated to yield the predicted distribution
of the precipitation amount.

As a measure of forecast accuracy, we employed the
CSI(Critical Success Index), which is the percentage of cor-
rectly forecasted areas divided by all areas including cor-
rectly forecasted areas and falsely forecasted areas whose
precipitation exceeded 0.1[mm/hour]. Also, we employ the
CSI ratio, which is a ratio of our result’s CSI to the CSI of
persistence forecasting. A persistence forecast is the accu-
mulated distribution of precipitation from 1 hour before up
to the query time. Generally speaking, overcoming the accu-
racy of persistence forecast is a primary goal of precipitation
forecasting.

Table 1 shows the average CSI ratio and CSI for various
K(= K ′) values, where no threshold ETH is used. From

Table 1: Average CSI ratio and average CSI for various re-
trieval rank K(= K ′).

K=1 K=3 K=5 K=10 K=25
CSI Ratio 0.76 0.97 1.02 1.08 1.12
CSI[%] 21.4 26.8 28.3 29.5 30.3

Table 2: Average CSI ratio and average CSI by simple ex-
trapolation method (Rows of K(= K ′)=3,10,25 are results
from same dataset for each MBF method).

All K=3 K=10 K=25
CSI Ratio 0.87 0.88 0.90 0.92
CSI[%] 18.8 19.1 18.6 17.2

Table 1, both CSI ratio and CSI are improved as K(= K ′)
increases, which corresponds to the trend in the prediction
error as shown in Figure 8. At K(= K ′)=25, the CSI ratio
reaches 1.12 and 51.8% of the forecasts exceeds the CSI of
persistence forecasting. Table 2 shows the average CSI ratio
and CSI by the simple extrapolation method for all samples
and samples that correspond to our MBF method. The sim-
ple extrapolation method we use translates the present pat-
tern at a single dominant velocity obtained by pattern match-
ing between frames. A comparison of Table 1 and Table 2
shows that our MBF method exceeds the simple extrapola-
tion method in terms of accuracy.

Figure 9 shows examples of forecast images, actual pat-
terns, and persistence forecasts. Case 1) is the forecast cre-
ated from the retrieval trial in Figure 7. We can see that
thick line-shaped echo pattern changes into a widely spread
pattern with a stripe-type texture over the sea within three
hours. Case 2) and Case 3) are stratiform type pattern, which
rapidly flows toward the upper-right direction with abrupt
appearance of large surfaces. These cases confirm one key
superiority of the MBF method: making the most of past pat-
terns. The conventional methods fail to predict such drastic
pattern changes, because they mainly depend on the current
pattern.

Accordingly, our MBF framework is expected to become
a promising tool to support the forecasting of local precipita-
tion patterns by providing both retrieval and forecast images.

Discussion
In our framework, the forecast performance depends heav-
ily on the dataset available. If there is no stored sequence
that is similar to a given query sequence, the accuracy of re-
trieval and forecasting is greatly degraded; this is the main
drawback of our MBF approach. Accordingly, it is useful
to discover the relationship between the amount of stored
data and forecast accuracy, and to know the degree of fore-
cast reliability or predictability in advance. For guidance,
we found a correlation between the retrieval error and the
prediction error.

Furthermore, this work is rather simplistic in that only
radar image information is used. Given that precipitation
is affected by several physical atmospheric factors, the addi-
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Figure 9: Accumulated distribution of precipitation from
2 hours later to 3 hours later, (a)Our forecast, (b)Actual,
(c)Persistence forecast. For three cases, our CSI=(44.5,
72.9, 41.9), and CSI of persistence forecast is (16.5, 35.9,
3.0), respectively. No threshold ETH is used, and K=25.
Moreover, CSI of the simple extrapolation method was
(24.2,24.0,1.0).

tion of physical information such as temperature, pressure,
and humidity may be important in providing more accu-
rate forecasts. For that purpose, appropriate selection and
weighting mechanisms of different kinds of features should
be incorporated into the MBF system.

Conclusion
This paper proposed a framework called Memory-Based
Forecasting(MBF) and an implementation that can forecast
complex natural patterns, especially weather radar echo pat-
terns. To characterize such patterns, global features and tem-
poral texture features were developed, and similar sequences
are retrieved based on a dissimilarity measure between paths
in the feature spaces. Several experiments confirmed that
MBF offers good forecast accuracy if there is a sufficient
volume and quality of stored data.
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